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CAMPUS Asia Program

• PKU, SNU and UTokyo formed a consortium to offer a three-way

student exchange program, with the backing of governments of 

the three countries. 

• Field of study: Public policy and international studies 

• Seoul National 
University

• Graduate School of 
International Studies

• Degree: MIS

The University of 

Tokyo

Graduate School of 

Public Policy 

Degree: MPP

Peking University 

School of International 

Studies

Degree: MIR

●exchange student

●double degree



2. INTRODUCTION OF PARTNER UNIVERSITIES
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• Established in 1898 as the first modern national 
university and boasted many prominent politicians and 
scientists in its long history.

• According to the Times Higher Education Asia 
University 2017, PKU ranked 2nd and first in mainland 
China. In addition to academic reputation, renowned 
for its campus ground and the largest university library 
in Asia.

Peking University

• Established in 1946 as the first national university. 

• Ranked ninth in Asia according to the Times Higher 
Education's 2017.

• Graduate School of International Studies specializes in  
international commerce, international cooperation, 
international area studies, and Korean studies.

Seoul National University



3. FEATURES
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Linking public policy and international relations

CAMPUS Asia program offers you a chance to expand your horizons through periods 

of studying international relations at Peking University and international studies at 

Seoul National University, while studying public policy at the University of Tokyo. 

Cross-cultural studies in three countries will equip you with specialized expertise 

and a deeper understanding of complex interrelated processes.

Gain expertise at the frontline of East Asia

Advanced-level courses in international studies at Peking University and Seoul 

National University are provided in English. You will be able to enroll in classes of 

leading academics in each country and acquire knowledge. As an added bonus, 

CAMPUS Asia students will also attend language classes for international students 

to acquire language skills in Chinese and Korean.

Form networks for the future

Students will study in the same classroom with students from China, Korea, Japan 

and various other countries on a daily basis, and find inspiration in the way of 

thinking of other students from different cultural backgrounds. It is one of the 

important features of this program that students will be able to form close 

relationships and network in a culturally diverse environment. 



4. DOUBLE DEGREE/

EXCHANGE PROGRAM

・Students who choose the double degree track will spend two and a half years 

in total at the three universities. 

・They spend at least one year at UTokyo and one year at another university to 

obtain double degrees. 

・They spend one semester at the remaining university.

・As for the exchange track, students will also learn at the three universities. 

・Students will spend at least one year at UTokyo and one semester each at 

PKU and SNU, in total of two years.  
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Degree from UTokyo,

Joint certificate from the consortium

Timeline of Foreign Exchange 

Students

1st year
1st semester

2nd year
1st semester

2nd year
2nd semester

1st year
2nd semester

UTokyo
UTokyo

UTokyo

UTokyo
SNU

SNUPKU

PKU

SNU

SNUPKU

PKU

Summer program

Summer program
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Summer program/Internship

Degrees from UTokyo & SNU,

Joint certificate from the consortium

Apr

MarSepMarApr

Mar MarSep

Degrees from UTokyo & PKU,

Joint certificate from the consortium

PKUSNU

Note: Double degree in Peking University is only available from Fall semester.

Sep

Sep

Timeline for Double 

Degree Students

SNU

Example1: Spring Enrollment / SNU Double degree

PKU SNU

PKU

Example2: Spring Enrollment / PKU Double Degree

Summer program/Internship

UTokyo

UTokyo
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Degrees from UTokyo & SNU,

Joint certificate from the consortium
Sep Sep SepMar

Degrees from UTokyo & PKU,

Joint certificate from the consortium

Note: Double degree in Peking University is only available from Fall semester.

Mar

Timeline for Double 

Degree Students
Example3: Fall Enrollment / SNU Double Degree

UTokyo
SNU

PKU SNU

PKU

Example4: Fall Enrollment /PKU Double Degree

Sep Sep SepMarMar

Summer program/Internship

UTokyo PKU SNU

Summer program/Internship



5. ADDITIONAL PROGRAMS
Summer School Three universities holds summer program every year.

SNU Summer Course : Joint participation of faculty from SNU, UTokyo and PKU. 

UTokyo Pilot Joint Course : Course offered during spring semester consisting of 

a series of lectures and discussions with guest professors from SNU, UTokyo and 

PKU and three-day field trips with the aim of deepening mutual understandings 

and hands-on experiences. 

Internship Programs CAMPUS Asia students are strongly encouraged to 

participate in internship programs offered through the universities.

Language Programs CAMPUS Asia students must take and learn 

Chinese/Korean/Japanese languages at each university.
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Fees & Support

Tuition &  Fees Pay to home university only*

Accommodation Supported by partner universities

Stipend Supported by partner schools

(For Japanese and Korean Nationality only)

- SNU: 900,000 won (including dormitory fee)

- PKU: 3,000 Yuan (excluding dormitory fee)

Airfare Paid by students

Text books, telephone, 

Overseas insurance, 

Personal expenses, etc. 

Paid by students

6. FEES AND EXPENSES

1
0

*Tuition fees, examination fees and enrollment fees are only paid to the home university. No need to pay these fees to other 

universities visited.

The amounts and conditions may change.

NOTE: Chinese citizen can not participate in the double degree program or non degree program, due to the 

Peking University's policy.

(as of AY2017)



7. APPLICATION TIMELINE

Paper Application  : Now~ November 30th 

Application Screening :December ～mid-January

Announcement of screening result & 
interview schedule : January 12

Interview : mid-February 

Result Announcement : February 23 

1
1

※ Application deadline for PKU DD 2019 Fall is mid-March 2018. 



8. FAQ

Q:I am going to be enrolled in the Campus Asia Program. Is it possible in this 

program to opt to go to just one of the partner universities, either just SNU or just 

PKU?

A:No. In order to complete CAP, you are required to transfer credits earned at both SNU and PKU. 

Students cannot choose between SNU and PKU; they must study at all three universities. 

A three-way academic and cultural experience is the cornerstone of this program. We offer participating 

students a unique opportunity to broaden their intellectual horizons, and this is not negotiable. 

Q:A thesis is not required at GraSPP unless students intend to enter a PhD program. 

What about at SNU and PKU?

A: All Double Degree students at either SNU or PKU must write a thesis at the school chosen. 

Q: What levels of language proficiency in Chinese and Korean do I need?

A: Since you can take all the necessary courses at SNU and PKU in English, there is no formal requirement for you to 

have any knowledge of the Chinese or Korean languages. However, in order to make the most of your study and your 

experience, it is essential that you take steps to gain some basic knowledge of both Korean and Chinese (language 

"survival" skills at least, such as some simple daily conversational phrases) before you go.
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8. FAQ

Q: Will I be able to take Chinese language and Korean language lessons while 

studying at PKU and SNU?

A:Yes. In the CAMPUS Asia Program, in principle all participating students must study the two

languages other than English and their own native language during their periods of study abroad. 

Requirements vary. 

[PKU] Chinese Language course is mandatory for non-Chinese students enrolled in dual degree 

programs. There will be no extra charge to take Chinese Language course in dual degree programs. For 

the exchange students, however, Chinese Language course is NOT mandatory but strongly 

recommended. The tuition for the Chinese Language course will be 18,000 RMB.  However, SIS will 

allow the CAMPUS Asia students to audit the Chinese Language course without extra charges. In this 

case, no credits will be given to the students. 

[SNU] GSIS will provide financial support for their Korean Language Program. Exchange students can 

choose classes at the Language Education Institute of SNU indicated by SNU OIA (the Office of 

International Affairs) and the tuition will be reimbursed by OIA partially. The reimbursement rate will be 

decided by OIA every semester. For Double Degree students, Tuition for Korean Language evening 

class at the LEI (for 1 session, 10 weeks) will be fully covered by Global Scholarship Type 3(Korean 

Language Special Program). However, Double Degree students must apply Global Scholarship Type 3 

separately by themselves.

Q: How many credits are required for exchange students at the other universities?

A: Among PKU, SNU, and UTokyo, we offer students to take at least three classes and nine credits at 

each school to give him/her the Certificate of Attendance.
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Thank you.

Please feel free to ask us anytime about the program.

campusasia@pp.u-tokyo.ac.jp

The University of Tokyo
International Affairs Office
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